DONATIONS

LOANS TO THE MILES THROUGH TIME AUTOMOTIVE MUSEUM
HAVE AN IMPACT ON THE FUTURE OF HISTORY

AND

Miles Through Time is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization. As a museum, we rely solely on the
generosity of donors and lenders who provide vehicles, library/archive items, or donate funds
toward our operations, education, and collection maintenance. To submit any artifact or vehicle
to be considered for a loan or donation to the Miles Through Time, we ask that you complete
and return the attached application to the museum along with current, detailed photographs of
the object(s) to be reviewed by the Museum’s Collections Review Committee.
WHAT

IS THE

COLLECTIONS REVIEW COMMITTEE?

To maintain the integrity of our collections, Miles Through Time has a Collections Review
Committee that meets to review all donation and loan offers. The Committee consists of
dedicated people who carefully review each proposed item and ask the following questions:
How does the item fit the museum’s mission?
What is the current or future exhibit potential?
Does the donated item have any unique or rare features?
What story does it tell?
After the Committee’s review meeting, a representative from the museum will contact
the owner regarding their offer and what steps are to be taken next.
•
•
•
•

OUR MISSION

AND

HISTORY

The Mission of the Miles Through Time, co-op style automotive museum is to preserves and
display automotive history and significant historical artifacts in a manner in which museum
visitors can learn and enjoy.
Miles Through Time started in 2017 by Sean Mathis with only one car, his grandpa's (Pop)
1959 Cadillac Coupe De Ville.
Today, the Miles Through Time Automotive Museum has moved into a bigger and better
location that is open every day of the week. The museum was changed to a nonprofit in 2020
and still functions as a co-op style museum.
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